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You are about to take the next step forward in modern spirit communication... This is the evolution of

EVP. This exclusive software package has been put together by famous psychic and paranormalist Jason

Profit to help you make contact. Please read this entire auction... Introducing CrossTalk EVP Software!

According to Wikipedia Electronic voice phenomena (EVP) are sections of static noise on the radio or

electronic recording media that are interpreted by paranormal investigators as voices speaking words

usually attributed to ghosts or spirits. Recording EVP has become a technique of those who attempt to

contact the souls of dead loved ones or during ghost hunting activities. In addition to deceased spirits,

various paranormal investigators say that EVP could be due to psychic echoes from the past,

psychokinesis unconsciously produced by living people, and the thoughts of aliens. According to

parapsychologist Konstantin Raudive, who popularized the idea,2] EVP are typically brief, usually the

length of a word or short phrase. What is a ghost box or franks box? The ghost box or franks box is truly a

unique concept ... a sort of spirit telephone system if you will. You can literally ask questions and get

answers... LIVE in REAL TIME! Unlike EVP recordings where you have to go back listen to what you

have recorded,with these ghost boxes you have full 2 way communication with the other side. Of course

you will need to practice in order to get the best results. Sometimes the messages are clear and easily

understood, sometimes they are more intermixed with random sounds and audio bits. Frank sumption

was experimenting with some old software one day when he came up with the idea of building his

frequency scanning device to help aid in spirit communication. The thing is, ORIGINAL franks boxes are

rare as he does not build them for sale. The inexpensive ghost box... The most common affordable option

was discovered by a fella named sumduc... he figured out it was possible to modify certain am/fm radios

to allow a constant frequency scan which functioned very similar to a franks box for spirit communication.

These are the ghost boxes you see for sale on ebay right now. Both the franks box and cheap ghost

boxes are amazing tools for the paranomal researcher... but now there is a better way to talk with the

other side! Rumor has it that Edison was even working on a spirit telephone before he died... The next

evolution of 2 way spirit communication has arrived! You do NOT need one of those hacked up radios to
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speak with spirits! Jason Profits famous Cross Talk EVP Software and guide makes it easy! The amazing

Cross Talk Guide teaches you to conduct real time 2 way EVP or instrumental transcommunication with

the other side! Thanks to a recent breakthrough in EVP software, you can now use your COMPUTER

instead of a hard to find franks box or hacked ghost box! You will receive the How To guide as well as

Jason Profits exclusive software which will enable you to actually achieve much more easy to understand

spirit communication. This incredible software basically generates a much better random fragmented

audio scan than the ghost boxes which the spirits can use to speak more clearly. You will create a

continuous stream of audio fragments just like the impossible to get franks box You will be able to ask

your questions and get answers in real time! Why do EVPs the old fashioned way? CrossTalk EVP

software includes a FREE bonus source audio file to help you get started. The great thing is you can also

use almost any audio file you have on your computer as a source audio for CrossTalk. Most any WMA,

WAV or MP3 file can be opened and sliced up for use as source audio. Just make sure there is plenty of

talking so CrossTalk can generate tons of vocal fragments for 2 way EVP research. You can just carry

your laptop to any investigation and begin using the Cross Talk EVP software to conduct your real time 2

way EVPs. You can even get your digital voice recorder to record the responses you get! This software

works like a champ due to a revolution in source audio fragmentation. On the first test run I was told I am

here to help... you help others ... we need your help... I was also told... I want a tattoo.. I asked you want

a tattoo? the answer that came back was YES... I asked if they could please say the word tattoo again.

Once again I hear I want a tattoo. They also said I have been here... can you hear... then I asked if they

had use a device like this before and the voice said YES YES...lol Remember this was all in the FIRST

use! I know this sounds insane... but this really works. Before you waste your money on a hacked up

radio ghost box... try the Cross Talk EVP software. You will be amazed at the results. You can use this at

home, at haunted locations or on paranormal investigations. The possibilities are nearly limitless. Buy a

CD for each of your team members so you can all use it! Just get out your digital voice recorder so that

you can record the 2 way spirit communication. At first it will be difficult to make out the responses... but

with practice you will be shocked at how detailed of a conversation you could have with the other side!

Many people have been looking for the Ovilus as seen on paranormal state... this software is leaps and

bounds ahead of the ovilus and cost you MUCH less. We are literally on the verge of a spirit

communication revolution! Our Cross Talk Guide is designed to make it as easy as can be for you to



begin experimenting with Instrumental Transcommunication... for MUCH less money! You do not need a

hacked radio ghost box or Franks box! Just your Computer and Jasons CrossTalk EVP Software!
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